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						Training to Teach Mindfulness: What to Expect From our 12-Month Training Programme

						In this blog, OMF Co-Director of Teaching and Training, Marion Furr, shares her own experience of training to become a mindfulness teacher with the Oxford Mindfulness Foundation as well as her reflections on training teachers in our 12-month programme.
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						How the new science of sensation provides the key to doing things differently with Norman Farb and Zindel Segal

						In collaboration with ACCESSMBCT, we are delighted to bring you a Guest Speaker Event from Norman Farb and Zindel Segal, introducing their new book, "Better in Every Sense".
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						Offering Mindfulness in the Workplace: Moving Towards Sustainability, Collaboration and Connection

						A year after completing OMF’s Mindfulness: Teaching in the Workplace training, Susan Keane shares her experience and how it has shaped her approach to offering mindfulness to organisations. 
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				Sign up for our newsletter.

				We will not share your details with anyone else.
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				View the latest OMF news
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					Oxford Mindfulness Foundation

					Registered Company Number: 06144314

					Registered Charity Number: 1122517
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					We are not-for-profit: all our revenue and donations are invested in our mission.
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